English Language
Course Title
Foundation Programmes

General English

Business English Courses

English for Negotiation

English for Meetings

English for Presentation

English for Emails

Course Description
The Foundation Programme is for people who has weak level of English Language interpreted to Level 1-4 of
MQ English
The General English classes concentrate on improving every aspect of your English. Our approach is to provide
a stimulating and highly- interactive environment in which you can develop your communicative skills. We
rmly believe in developing each student’s language competence so that you are able to develop as quickly
ectively as possible. Students need to have close level of English language to run proper level training
This programme is designed to develop your language skills within a business context. It develops a wide range
of Business English skills covering areas as diverse as formal Report-Writing topics, presentation skills and sales
& negotiation skills. The programme is designed to develop strong communication skills and uses role-plays
and case -examples to illustrate learning points and allow participants to practice skills learned. The Business
English programme covers a wide range of functional areas including General Business and specializations such
as English For Marketing, Trade and Investment and Finance
In today’s global economy virtually all key roles within an organization require the ability to communicate
ectively in Meetings and Negotiations, either internally with colleagues or externally with clients or suppliers.
Increasingly there is the need for this communication to be in English, the international language of business. It
is important to be able to communicate with colleagues, clients and suppliers in Business English which is clear,
well-structured and persuasive. Business English in Meetings and Negotiations has become an invaluable skill.
ntercultural skills, and
English for Negotiating provides learners with the appropriate language
ective techniques necessary to be a successful negotiator.
English for Meetings will teach you practical language skills which will be developed in the following contexts;
Unit 1: Could we meet next week? Arranging a meeting, c
rming a meeting, rescheduling. Unit 2: Can we
start now? Making introductions, starting a meeting, stating the objectives. Unit 3: Can I make a point here?
ect, dealing with interruptions. Unit 4: I'm not sure I agree: Asking
Reporting progress, e
for comments and contributions, expressing opinions. Unit 5: It's a deal: Responding t
ers, buying time,
for today: Ending a meeting, c
rming
taking a vote, summarizing results. Unit 6: So I think we'r
decisions and action points, follow-up. In details it will be around; The Role of Meetings, Analyzing crosscultural aspects, What should the meeting achieve, Evaluating what makes a successful Meeting, Golden rules
for success, Preparing the meeting, Preparatory documentation, Establishing aims, Key principles and stages,
your bottom line, The Language of Meetings, Opening and closing meetings,
Agreeing the outcome, D
rming, Interrupting and dealing with interruptions, Clarifying
Agreeing and disagreeing, Clarifying and c
your position and asking for clar ation, Interrupting and dealing with interruptions, Active listening skills –
tone and meaning, Non-verbal communication – body language, Chairing a meeting, Managing the process,
Dealing with c
ct, Using diplomatic language, Challenging and defending an opinion, Summarizing and
concluding, Assertion vs aggression, Proposing and bargaining, Practical application, Individual and group
feedback, Recording for self-assessment, Discussion of inter-cultural factors
English for Presentations provides learners with the language and techniques to help them presen
ectively
in English. English for Presentations has six units which cover the language and skills involved at each stage of a
presentation. Other related topics are also addressed, such as dealing with nervousness and interacting with an
audience. Each unit includes authentic excerpts from presentations with listening activities, gap s, and
expressions and structures. The topics will be; Unit 1: Let's
exercises to help students learn and practic
get started: Welcoming the audience, introducing the topic, dealing with nerves. Unit 2: Today's topic is... : Body
language, presenting to an English-speaking audience. Unit 3: My next slide shows... : Presentation tools, using
approximate numbers, crea
ective visuals. Unit 4: As you can see from this graph... : Describing graphs
and charts, interpreting visuals, describing trends. Unit 5: To sum up... : Strategies for a good conclusion. Unit 6:
Any questions? Handling the question and answer session
English for Emails teaches students how to communicate appropriat
ectively over email. The course
gives students techniques and strategies to help them write and reply to emails quick
ntly in the
workplace. Each unit of English for Emails addresses a particular aspect of email in terms of content, register
and language. Units cover t
erence between formal and informal emails, ways to request
action, and how to exchange information. The content of the course will be; Unit 1: An introduction to emails:
The email screen, email structure, subject lines. Unit 2: Formal and informal emails: Formal/informal phrases,
abbreviations, Unit 3: Enquiries: Writing and replying to enquiries, polite language, Unit 4: Requesting action:
Writing to colleagues, talking about deadlines and taking action, Unit 5: Exchanging information: Informing
rming arrangements: Typical
and replying, colloquial phrases, being diplomatic, Unit 6: Making and c
phrases, prepositions of time, apology,
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English Language
English for Socializing

English for Telephoning

English for the Energy Industry

English for Logistics

English for Accounting

English for Socializing teaches students how to build good relationships with international clients and
colleagues. The course includes essential expressions and conversation techniques that will enable students to
socialize and make business contacts in English. English for Socializing presents realistic relationship-building
situations. The well-structured and varied exercises allow students to practice conversational techniques and
strategies. Each unit includes speaking activities which cover how to exchange pleasantries and chat with ease,
as well as intercultural issues and soft skills. The topics will be around the areas; Unit 1: Making contact: Making
arrangements, meeting visitors, talking about plans.
ering refreshments, giving directions in a building.
Unit 2: Welcoming visitors: Talking about your company
Unit 3: Getting acquainted: Making small talk, talking about travelling, talking about personal possessions. Unit
4: Entertaining a visitor: Showing a visitor around, talking about where you live, recommending things to do.
Unit 5: Eating out: Deciding what to order, thanking somebody for a meal. Unit 6: Networking at a trade fair:
Starting a conversation with a stranger, talking about your company and products, following up a new contact.
English for Telephoning teaches students strategies for communicating by telephone, and trains them how to
sequence a conversation. The course builds up students' c
ce to communicat
ectively during a
telephone call. English for T
reas related to communicating by
telephone, including spelling over the phone, and leaving and taking messages. Skills become more advanced
as the course progresses. Exercises in every unit allow students to review their telephone English, learn new
expressions, and practice core grammatical structures. The areas to be covered are; Unit 1: Shall I put you
through? Telephoning basics, identifying yourself, getting through. Unit 2: Could you spell that for me?
Exchanging and checking information, spelling over the phone. Unit 3: Let me get back to you on that:
Voicemail greetings, leaving and taking messages, prepositions. Unit 4: When would suit you? Making and
rming arrangements, times and dates, mobile phone calls. Unit 5: I'm very sorry about that: Making and
c
dealing with complaints, technical support, telephone customer care. Unit 6: How does that sound? Making
and reacting to proposals, reaching agreements
English for the Energy Industry gives students the necessary linguistic skills to understand daily situations in
the work environment, and complex developments within the global energy sector. English for the Energy
Industry is divided into units by theme, such as energy production, environmental protection, technology, PR,
business policy, and strategy. Reading texts, diagrams, and authentic documents help students to learn key
vocabulary and phrases in context. Role-plays allow learners to practice language and skills in realistic
situations. Areas to be covered in the course are; Unit 1: Introduction to the energy business: Fuels and energy
sources, types of power plant, supplying the customer, Unit 2: Markets and customers: Residential, business,
and industrial customers, supplying an industrial customer, breakdown in supply. Unit 3: Protecting the
environment: Energy saving, the image of the energy industry, technical measures to reduce pollution, the cost
of protecting the environment. Unit 4: The nuclear issue: Developments in nuclear power, the nuclear
production process, safety and security issues. Unit 5: Investment plans: Mergers and takeover, SWOT analyses,
nts. Unit 6: The future of energy: Future production, demand, and supply, departments and
their functions, the fuel cell
English for Logistics teaches students the target vocabulary and commonly-used expressions that are essential
for communication in a variety of logistics roles, including carriers, suppliers, hauliers, and couriers. English for
Logistics is suitable for those working for a shipping agent, a customs broker, or a freight forwarder. The course
is appropriate for employees working at a range of levels, from warehousing and administration positions, to
management roles. The course covers a range of subjects associated with the logistics industry, including
transport and shipping, warehouse and storage, and documenta
ce. Areas to be covered are; Unit
1: Introduction to logistics: Setting the scene, jobs in logistics, regular activities. Unit 2: Logistics services:
Product ranges, value-added services. Unit 3: Inventory management and procurement: Continuous
replenishment, job advertisements, Unit 4: Modes of transport: Transport and handling equipment, container
types. Unit 5: Planning and arranging transport: Transport options, measurements, quotations. Unit 6: Shipping
goods: Markings, loading, shipping instructions, Unit 7: Warehousing and storage: Handling equipment,
ce: Documents in foreign trade, import instructions,
warehouse areas. Unit 8: Documenta
payment methods
English for Accounting is suitable for people working in accoun
ce who need English to
communicate in a variety of situations with colleagues and business partners. Students learn the language and
skills related to accounting, as well as techniques and strategies for achieving goals in meetings and
presentations. Each unit of English for Accounting addr
erent area of accounting
statements, tax systems, and auditing. Dialogues, exercises, and authentic texts present the vocabulary, and
give students an opportunity to practice language in context. Areas to cover are; Unit 1: Introduction to
Accounting: Accounting principles, creative accounting, CPA & Chartered Accountant, Unit 2: Financial
atement, balance sheet, ratio analysis, Unit 3: Tax accounting: Tax
statements and ratios: Pr
systems, calculating tax expense, taxation planning, Unit 4: Auditing: Role of auditors, types of audits, auditorclient relationship, Unit 5: Management accounting: Statemen
ows, budgets, the future of accounting,
Unit 6: Investment: Cross-border investments
erent accounting practices, intercultural issues
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English Language
English for Human Resources

English for Customer Care

English for Legal Professionals

English for Marketing and Advertising

English for Sales and Purchasing

English for Human Resources is suitable for HR managers
, and also those employed in personnel
agencies. The course teaches students the relevant expressions and vocabulary they need to communicate
ectiv
d. Each unit of English for Human Resources addr
erent issues relevant to the
recruitment, employee relations, and rewar
s. The 'Useful Language' boxes
er additional help with the language needed for typical HR tasks, such as appraisals, interviews, and reports.
Areas to cover in this course are; Unit 1: Recruitment: Job descriptions
ations, recruitment
sources and advertising, Unit 2: Selection: Job advertisements, a curriculum vitae, the job interview, Unit 3:
Employee relations: Employee contracts, disciplinary and grievance procedures, health and safety at work, Unit
roblems, appraisal interviews and reports,
4: HR development: HR development practices
training courses, Unit 5: Reward and remuneration: Salary and fr
s, salary reviews, Unit 6: Industrial
relations: The role of trade unions, labour relations, a wage negotiation
English for Customer Care is suitable for people who have direct contact with customers in a variety of contexts,
including hotels, banks, helpdesks and call centres. Students learn the language skills, professional techniques,
rategies they need to communicate successfully in English with customers. Each unit of English
for Customer Care addr
erent forms of customer contact, such as face to face meetings, telephone
resents the skills needed to solve problems and deal with
calls, and written communication. T
ectively. Areas to cover are; Unit 1: Introduction to Customer Care: Customer care
customer complain
success, customer care business and jobs.
Unit 2: Face to face with customers: Body language, a company visit, trade fairs, the invisible customer. Unit 3:
Dealing with customers on the phone: General telephoning, the 'customer care' phone call, what the customers
really hear. Unit 4: Call centre success: Taking an order, hotline, customer-centered call centres. Unit 5:
ective letters and emails, formal and informal writing styles.
Delivering customer care through wr
Unit 6: Dealing with problems and complaints: Complaint strategies and policies, the letter of apology,
explaining company policy.
English for Legal Professionals helps students to speak about the law in a business environment. The course
provides students with the language they need to be able to communicate with c
ce. English for Legal
Professionals addresses the basic areas of Commercial Law, including company law, employment law, contract
law, copyright law, and bankruptcy law. Every unit places the legal prof
erent scenarios, and
teaches them how to advise clients on suitable courses of legal action. Authentic documents provide
words and phrases. Ares of
professional vocabulary, and the 'Vocabulary Assistan
course will be; Unit 1: Setting up a business: Choosing the right business type, company liability. Unit 2:
Employing people: Employment contracts, amendments, letters of resignation. Unit 3: Buying and selling
goods and services: Preambles, agreements and contracts of sale, contractual disputes. Unit 4: Protecting
intellectual property: copyright, patent, trademark, rights agreement. Unit 5: Mergers and acquisitions:
over, Unit 6: Risk management and insolvency:
Planning an acquisition, M & A procedure
Assessing legal risk, causes and implications of insolvency, creditors' rights
English for Marketing and Advertising is suitable for anyone who works in marketing and advertising. The
course covers a range of skills and topics such as talking to clients, discussing advertising campaigns,
establishing a marketing plan, and writing a press release. The course addresses all the essential responsibilities
of those working in marketing and advertising departments. Students practice relevant vocabulary and
speaking skills for tasks such as telephoning, emailing, and giving presentations. The course introduces
specialist vocabulary relating to branding, market research, direct marketing, and public relations. Areas to
cover the course are; Unit 1: Introduction to marketing and advertising: Jobs and responsibilities, corporate
s, data collection. Unit 3:
identity, branding. Unit 2: Finding the customer: Market research, customer pr
Planning a marketing strategy: The marketing plan, the four Ps, pricing and positioning strategies. Unit 4:
Creating ads: The AIDA model for advertising, working with an ad agency, advertising channels. Unit 5:
Marketing tools: distribution channels, types of discount, types of retailer, telemarketing, direct marketing. Unit
6: Presenting your public face: Public relations, websites, sponsoring, press releases. Unit 7: Marketing through
trade fairs: Give-aways, organizing events, attending a trade fair
English for Sales and Purchasing is suitable for both buyers and sales people who requir
nt business
English to manage international clients, deal with foreign suppliers, attend international exhibitions, and deal
with complaints and enquiries. English for Sales and Purchasing presents the essential expressions and
conversation techniques that will enable successful communication in these situations. Every unit presents
realistic scenar
for sales and purchasing, such as approaching a new client, selecting
potential suppliers, developing proposals, and typing up orders and deliveries. Areas of course to be; Unit 1:
Jobs and responsibilities: Job titles and tasks, a sales meeting, a requisition, Unit 2: New contacts: At a trade fair,
relationship building, follow-up emails, Unit 3: O ers: A sales pitch, the AIDA approach to sales, a request for
er letter, Unit 4: Negotiations: Tips for successful negotiations, a company visit, negotiating
proposal
styles, Unit 5: Orders: Telephone orders, online orders
res, contract terms and phrases, Unit 6:
Customer care: Dealing with problems over the telephone, online, and in writing
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English Language
English for Oil and Gas 1

English for Oil and Gas 2

English for Engineers

English for Job-hunting

English in use for IT

English for Management

English for Business Communication

The Oil & Gas Sector is increasingly an international environment where English language skills are vital at all
levels within an organization; whether it be Executive, Engineer
Administration. Sector professionals
need to be able to communicate in day-to-day activities on a wide range of topics from technical concepts and
specialized data presentation to general discussion of upstream and downstream operations. Functional skills
such as problem solving in teams or general negotiation are essential. This programme is designed to meet the
particular needs of sector professionals whilst ha
exibility to allow tailoring t
nterest groups;
. il and Gas 1 is ideal for pre-work
whether Senior Executives, Managers, or Maintenance Engineer
students, studying at elementary level, who will need to use English in work situations. Oil and Gas 1 develops
the vocabulary, language, and skills that students need to understand the industry, and apply this knowledge
to practical situations such as workshop operations and repairs and maintenance.
The Oil & Gas Sector is increasingly an international environment where English language skills are vital at all
levels within an organization; whether it be Executive, Engineer
Administration. Sector professionals
need to be able to communicate in day-to-day activities on a wide range of topics from technical concepts and
specialized data presentation to general discussion of upstream and downstream operations. Functional skills
such as problem solving in teams or general negotiation are essential. This programme is designed to meet the
exibility to allow tailoring t
nterest groups;
particular needs of sector professionals whilst ha
. il and Gas 1 is ideal for pre-work
whether Senior Executives, Managers, or Maintenance Engineer
students, studying at elementary level, who will need to use English in work situations. Oil and Gas 2 is ideal for
pre-work students, studying at pre-intermediate level, who will need to use English in work situations. Oil and
Gas 2 develops the vocabulary, language, and skills that students need to understand the industry, and apply
ry processes and downstream distribution
this knowledge to practical situations such as r
English for Engineering develops the communication skills and specialist English language knowledge of
engineering professionals, enabling them to communicate more c
n
ectively with colleagues
and customers. The ten standalone units cover topics common to all kinds of engineering - including civil,
electrical and mechanical - such as procedures and precautions; monitoring and control; and engineering
design. Authentic activities - from describing technical problems and suggesting solutions to working with
drawings - make the course relevant and motivating. The course requires no specialist knowledge on the part
of the teacher and comprehensive teacher's notes are available online. It is also ideal for self-study. Key Features
of this course •A regular focus on technical and semi-technical vocabulary enables learners to become familiar
with and practice using the specialist language they need for work. •Authentic texts and realistic tasks help
prepare learners for their everyday working lives. •An emphasis on listening and speaking helps learners to
d. •Extra practice material, photocopiable
develop their communicative ability within this prof
activities and teachers notes av
er valuable support for teachers and self-study students.
English for Job-hunting is designed to develop the specialist English language knowledge and communication
skills that job-seekers need to apply for and secure jobs. Ideal for both working professionals and those new to
the world of employment, the course comprises six standalone units covering core areas such as preparing a
CV, writing a cover letter, and answering interview questions. Authentic materials such as genuine CVs and
cover letters give learners practical experience in understanding and preparing vital documents. In addition,
the c
ers valuable advice to help improve job-hunters' c
ce
interview questions and how to present y
ectively. Key Features of this course; Authentic materials
such as genuine CVs and cover letters give learners practical experience in understanding and preparing vital
documents. Encompassing reading, writing, listening and speaking, this course develops all the communicative
skills that job-hunters need, from understanding job advertisements to negotia
ers
Professional English in Use IT is suitable for intermediate to advanced level learners of English. The book covers
a wide range of topics on Information Communications Technology including word processing
software and databases, multimedia applications, email, web design and Internet security. It presents and
explains new words in context and shows learners how to use them. Primarily designed as a self-study
reference and practice book, it can also be used to supplement classroom work. Easy to use and written in a
clear style, this course will be invaluable for anyone needing to improve their ICT vocabulary for work, home or
study. Key Features of this course; •Familiar 'in Use' format with vocabulary items presented and explained on
left-hand pages and a range of practice exercises on right-hand pages. •Covers a wide variety of ICT vocabulary
ce and ability to function in English in this area.
giving learners the c
English for Managment would help you in entering the world of twent
century management, you are
going to be working with people fr
erent nationalities, including your colleagues, customers, and key
suppliers. Areas to be covered in this course would bd; The role of the manager, Company organisation and
control, Management strategy and decision-making, Employment documentation, Industrial relations raining and appraisal, Targets and
consultation and mediation, Interviewing, selection and recruitment, S
budgets, Human resources, Inter-departmental communication
English for Business Communication is an essential course for people at administration level where it will give a
brief on each of the areas of; Background of business, Customer care, Public relations, Business correspondence
and communication, Contracts and agreements, Business proposals and quotations, Meetings and conferences,
Preparing and analysing reports, Interviews and negotiations, Telephoning skills
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English Language
English for Technical Writing

During the course you will learn how to write technical documents such as reports and manuals. In this course,
you'll learn how to use a systematic writing process. You'll learn how to write and revise technical reports and
manuals (two key technical writing formats). You will also get the chance to practice your skills by completing
several hands-on assignments. in the assignments, you'll learn how to write clearly and concisely. You'll practice
these techniques by writing a resume and a letter. Also you'll create y
technical document, develop and
conduct a document usability test, and revise your document based on the test results. We will try to simulate a
typical development environment by having you work in project teams. At the end of the course you'll get the
chance to write a formal technical report. The course takes you through the entire writing process, step-bystep.At the end of the course, students will understand and know how to follow the stages of the writing
process and apply them to technical and workplace writing tasks
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